
SYNOPSIS OF THE SERIES:

Pete Boone is a young 
man, early twenties (too 
young for a life of 
crime?) from the 
Western Suburbs, 
whose dream is to be a 
‘real’ private detective... 
You know, the ones 
featured in novels, on 
the movie screen, on 
television...

Pete Boone’s office is in 
the fictitious suburb of 
West Pennant Falls. A 
suburb on the edge of 
the city sprawl and the 
beginning of country 
lifestyle. The best of both 
worlds?

Upstairs, Pete’s room is his home. He even sleeps on his wooden desk, with his typewriter as a pillow. 
The filing cabinet... well, there’s plenty of room for expansion. Clothes? Unimportant when compared to 
crime solving. He only has two complete sets, and one of those is his Australian Rules outfit! Up the 
corridor, is his ‘enemy’ in crime, Dirk Lombarde. A real detective, who’s sleazy, and clean-cut, and 
successful... In fact, everything opposite to Pete Boone!

Pennant Falls Police Station, under the very patient and trivia-expert Constable O’Flynn, puts up with his 
antics - sometimes only because by staying close to Pete Boone the criminal comes to light... Oh yes... 
Another important fact about Pete Boone is that he never correctly solves a case!

Since Inspector Gravel arrived at Pennant Falls Police Station there has been plenty of friction...

To sum up, probably the lyrics to the theme song completes the background:

Once there was a guy born and raised in the West 

Detective novels were all that he blessed 

Ordinary subjects didn't hold his interest 

Man, that guy stood out from the rest

Kicked out of home when kicked out of school 

'Cos his hair didn't meet all the rules. 

Labelled a layabout, the rumours were rife, 

But he was a nice lad never got into strife 

Knew all along what to do with his life

Wasn't to be a simple house, dog and wife... 

His Shangri-La was to be Ellery Queen

In West Penno Falls he found his dream. 

PETE BOONE, PRIVATE EYE



It'll never work out, they all had said; 

A run-down office with a desk for a bed 

His name on the door and a light overhead 

Worked it out a hundred times in his head 

Saw himself a kind of mumbo jumbo

Of Sherlock, Bogart and Columbo. 

All that one needs is a willingness to try 

So a vision in mind and a gleam in eye 

Became a reality for this little Aussie guy 

His name known as 'Pete Boone, Private Eye'.

‘PETE BOONE’ HAS ALWAYS BEEN A SHOW THAT IS BASICALLY A STAGE PLAY ON FILM. 

A SHOW THAT STARTS WITH A BLANK PIECE 
OF PAPER AND A WEEK LATER IS A FINISHED 
EDITED EPISODE! 

MANY PEOPLE HAVE SAID THAT ONCE THEY 
SEE THE ‘SLEEK HAZE’ OPENING CREDIT 
THEY DON’T KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT 
EXCEPT THEY’LL GET A LAUGH. 

ENTERTAINMENT IS THE PRIORITY. EVERY 
LINE A JOKE.

“I always admire all the hard work yourself and your team put in to making the show. I love that Pete 
Boone is purely about entertainment, there is no hidden agenda.”

Corrie McDougall
Program Manager

“I just wanted to say, I saw your show (Pete Boone - Private Eye) for the the first time on Aurora 
yesterday, and loved it! Hopefully I haven't missed too many shows to date. Once again, love the show, all 
credit to the writer(s), cast and crew for your efforts!” - T.E. Perth

& many many more.... The show is aimed at teens (think 'Get Smart') - our fans really are from 8 to 80! 
(Local, National, and Overseas!)

SO THIS IS WHERE YOU COME IN... WELCOME TO ‘PETE BOONE, THE MUSICAL’:

Key points:

*An idea for our anniversary season.

*Incorporating the original music used for the series - and therefore a tribute to Paul McCarlie (our 
main music man) - as well as Pete Boone, of course.

THE STORY & DEVELOPMENT SO FAR:

*Paul McCarlie came up with the storyline and the title 'Diamonds Are Not Forever' based on a mix-up 
to find missing diamonds which is actually a cat called 'Diamonds'.

*As reading the transcript of Paul's original work in progress, you'll see the songs & music titles listed 
that match the CD.
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Yes... We too have done a stage show on the programme: ‘Spamlet’.



*We both wanted a big musical feel - with people who can actually sing (most of our actors can't really)

*I quickly rewrote Paul's original one night, challenging myself to see if I could set it in one room, with 
minimal cast, and even the dialogue rhyming (guitar strumming background?)

*We actually want a big musical production number feel, many people, and proper linking (I still think 
rhyming) dialogue. A celebration.

SUMMARY

You have a blank canvas.

20 minutes length

Keep the songs & lyrics. (Adjustments for your storylines or singers fine) - links are all yours to write. 
[Ideally, singers should be used mostly rather than our non-singing leads AS IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE A 
MUSICAL! eg. Perhaps the lead characters being sung 'about' rather than 'by' in most instances?]

Final script must be okayed by Paul McCarlie (& me)

ORIGINAL IDEA

We were going to film the musical in the MGM musical way. ie. Cast miming to the prerecorded 
soundtrack. As the brief sample on the CD shows, we had just begun to record the vocals.

Could it be done live? If you decide. The idea of prerecording was to allow more location flexibility plus 
not worrying about sound. Just having the prerecording playing whilst shooting.

Utilise the main star(s) plus any of the cast members you’ve previously seen if you wish. (Maybe a big 
finish?) Remember, most work Mon-Fri, so a weekend shoot is best. 

If you guys want to film and/or edit - fine. Happy to include hiring a camera or supplying a cameraman 
and I can edit BUT you’ll have to give up that part of the control, ‘trust’ the cameraman and/or me. 
Remember, I’m used to turning things around in a week (since I was 8!) You can do it all and supply a 20+ 
minute approx. episode. (HD & widescreen). I’ll just put the opening theme on as per usual.

SUMMARY (Part 2)

This is your episode. Your chance to shine. Grasp it. Go for it. Design your title credits & end credits. 
Keep the feel of the show but make it yours and make it the best Pete Boone episode ever.

Sincerely yours,

DAVID MURDOCH, Creator and main writer of the series www.peteboone@optusnet.com.au

120 Cardinal Ave, West Pennant Hills, NSW, 2125, Australia    (02)99452606    0432682071
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http://www.peteboone
http://www.peteboone

